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WHILE FARMING IS ALMOST AS OLD AS DIRT 

itself, it remains one of humanity’s most dynamic vocations. 

That’s due in large part to the ingenuity of producers, a 

characteristic we celebrate in this issue with several stories. 

For instance, consider the resourcefulness of southern 

Minnesota farmer Craig Holm, whose profile begins on 

page 14. Over the past decade he’s diversified, adding hog 

finishing and custom spraying to his row-crop operation. To 

earn volume discounts, Mr. Holm also helped form a buyer’s 

group with other area farmers. 

As another means of controlling costs and increasing 

yields, Mr. Holm has incorporated autosteer and other AGCO 

precision farming tools. So have Terry Panbecker and his father, 

Elroy, who have implemented yield and planter monitoring and 

variable-rate fertilizing. 

The Panbeckers have also 

applied their initiative to a 

concern with which many farm 

families are grappling—how 

to preserve their farm for the 

next generation. Their solution, which you can read about 

beginning on page 8, is a work in progress, but one in use 

by a growing number of farm families today. 

Among the best examples of ingenuity is when a problem 

is transformed into a benefit. Consider, for example, excess 

residue that can promote soil disease and inhibit planting 

and yields. Now, it’s being harvested and sold from a 

growing number of farms for use by cellulosic ethanol 

plants. We offer a detailed look at this burgeoning industry, 

beginning on page 22.

Lastly, I’ll mention one of the many innovative initiatives at 

AGCO that’s part of our continuous improvement efforts—the 

development of new, quality testing tools, specifically those 

at our Jackson, Minn., plant. There, we’ve installed a series 

of state-of-the-art diagnostic facilities, including the “Dyno-

Jounce” lab, all of which you can read about on page 19.

Through that story, you can see how our goal of becoming 

No. 1 in customer-perceived quality in agricultural equipment 

manufacturing is not just a promise. It’s a guarantee that’s 

already becoming a reality.
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A Message 
From Bob Crain:

Ingenious 
Solutions

 �rst gear
3 Saddle Up!

4 Broadband Speed / FarmLife FIVE  
5 Certi�ed Organic / Win a Gi� Card / 
 Ripe for the Picking / Gi�s & Gear

6 Ge�ing Help in Times of Trouble

 advantage
19 inside AGCO: 

 Better, Stronger, Faster
New testing facility in Jackson, Minn.

22 inside agriculture: 

 Win-Win, and �en Some
Harvesting residue o�ers additional 
revenue for grain producers, the 
potential for be�er yields and probable 
market growth for years to come.

26 equipment: 

 Brains & Brawn
�e new Hesston by Massey Ferguson® 
WR9800 Series features increased 
torque and speed, and class-leading 
operator convenience.

 farmstead
27 in the garden: 

 Monarchs and Milkweed

29 in the kitchen: 
 Spring Recipes

30 project: 
 Employment Checkup

32 country portrait: 

 Formal & Farm-Made

 features
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14 Take Care
�is Minnesota farmer diversi�ed and found ways to save on inputs 
and improve yields, all the while striving to look a�er his neighbors.

8 Working the Middle
  Members of the sandwich generation work “day jobs” 
 to help grandparents and grandkids keep the family farm.
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